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Abstract 
In the case of mineral resources being exploited by many running units, the right of the mineral resources is shared by them all. 
Since no agreement on allocation of exploitation right is done, they are in a non-cooperative competition situation. This paper 
first puts forth a multi-stage dynamic decision-making model of mineral resources corresponding to different technology levels 
of the running units, and then gives the optimal decision-making on exploitation and the ideal allocation of exploitation right by a 
special case of this model, which can lead to the maximum profit over the exploitation term of the mine resources. 
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1. Introduction 
Sustainable use of mineral resources is an important part of the strategy of sustainable development and is one of 
the core problems of sustainable development theory. The study of the optimal exhausting speed of the mineral 
resources provides related theoretical foundation for the sustainable use of mineral resources. Depletable Resources 
Economics, a classic paper of Hotelling [1], lays the foundation for the non-renewable resources economics, 
initiated the study area of the sustainable use of depletable resources. After that, in 1980s, papers and literatures 
about this area were published by many mathematical economists, such as Dasgupa [2] and Conrad [3], who pushed 
the further research of optimal allocation of the depletable resources. The document [4] studied the problem of the 
value and optimal allocation of mineral resources under the condition of market economy. The hypothesis of the 
model in the document [4] is that the running units of the mineral resources have come to an agreement about the 
limited amount they can mine within the life span of mine resources (The form of the agreement in document [4] is 
that different running units mine different mines), and the running units are not allowed to infringe the mining right 
of others. This assumption can not guarantee the limited amount pact of the mineral resources is optimal. In other 
words, when the mineral reserves are fixed, because different running units have different elements, such as 
manufacturing technique and cost, there exists an optimal pact that can make the sum of the economic benefit that 
all the running units obtain within the life span of the mineral resources reach the maximum. This paper inducts the 
difference of technology level into the model for the first time. The major job of this paper is getting an equilibrium 
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solution for every running unit from the mulit-stage dynamic decision-making model and getting an optimal pact 
about the division of mining right of mineral resources. 
2. Basic assumptions of the model 
The total value of the mineral resources is affected by many factors, which has something to do with the mineral 
reserves accumulating conditions and is directly affected by the speed of mining. Simplify the model using the 
following conditions: 
1) In the economical system, the number of running units that are mining the mineral resources together is N, and 
they do not come to an agreement on the division of the total mining amount. They share the mining right of the 
mineral resources together. 
2) Let T be the life span of the mineral resources, R(t) is the ultimate resources of the mineral resources during 
the period of t (R(t) is a static variable), the boundary conditions are: R(0)
＝
A, R(T)
＝
B. R(t) is the remaining 
nonrecoverable reserves of the mineral resources, which has no economic value. 
3) Let Xi(t) be the recoverable reserves that the ith can mine during a period of t, Xi(t) is a decision variable. 
4) Assume that the mining technology of each running unit is unchangeable within the life span of mineral 
resources, corresponding mining technology level is represented by the mining efficiency coefficient iθ 




=∂
∂ 0
t
iθ
, iθ  
is the theoretic recoverable reserves under the non-loss condition divided by the current actual output of the mineral 
resources, iθ is an important indicator for measuring the mining technology level. ( )i iX tθ  denotes the output of 
the ith running unit during a period of t.  
5) Let ( )( )i i iC X tθ be the mining cost function of the ith running unit during a period of t. It will be getting more 
and more difficult for mining, and the total cost as well as the marginal cost will increase as the amount of mined 
mineral resources increases, so let 
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6) Assume that the grade of the mineral resources is uniformly distributed, the mineral resources mined by the 
running units are homogeneous and they can take the place of one another completely. The market can clear the 
mineral resources at any time, so the price of the mineral resources in the period of t is ( ) ( )[ ]tQptp = , where 
( ) ( )
1
N
j j
j
Q t X tθ
=
=∑ , ( )tQ is the total output during the period of t .The price is an endogenous variable and is 
determined by the total output. All of the existing papers have not taken the factor of mining efficiency coefficient 
iθ into account, they use ( )
1
N
j
j
X t
=
∑  devoting the total output during the period of t directly. 
3. Optimal condition and the construction of dynamic decision-making model 
According to the basic assumptions of the model, the model of maximal spreading profit of the ith running unit in 
the life span of mineral resources is: 
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where ρ  is discount factor, ( )1 tt rρ −= + , r is discount rate. 
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Introduce the Hamilton function: 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
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                          (2) 
According to the pontryagin maximum principle of the discrete-state system [5], the extreme value of formula (1) 
should satisfy the following necessary condition: 
1) Control strategy ( )tX i  makes the value of the Hamilton function reach the maximum. 
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( ) 0
i i iti
i i i i i
p t p t X tH
X t C X t t 1
θ θ
ρ
θ θ ρλ
′ + ∂
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− − +  
                                                 (3) 
( ).            t 0,1,L,T -1 i 1,2,L,N= =  
2) The Lagrangian arithmetic operator ( )t tρ λ  satisfies the condition: 
( ) ( ) ( )
t t+1iHt t 1
R t
ρ λ ρ λ∂= = +
∂
                                                            (4) 
( )t 0,1, ,T - 1= L  
3) The state equation: 
( ) ( ) ( )N j
j 1
R t +1 R t X t
=
= −∑                                                                 (5) 
( )t 0,1, ,T - 1= L  
4) The boundary condition: 
R(0)＝A 
R(T)＝B                                                                               (6) 
When the restriction of plan (1) is convex set, objective function is concave function. In other words, the plan (1) 
is convex, the necessary conditions mentioned above are also sufficient conditions. When the price and cost 
functions are known, we can get the optimal control strategy ( )tX i* . 
4. The special solution and optimal mining pact of the model 
4.1. The special solution of the model 
According to the assumption of the cost function, let the cost function of the ith running unit be: 
( )( ) ( )( )2i i i i i i iC X t a b X tθ θ= +                                                             (7) 
The price function is: 
( ) ( )
1
n
j j
j
p t X tα β θ
=
= − ∑                                                                  (8) 
Put the formula (4), (7), (8) into the formula (3), we can get: 
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( )t 0,1, ,T -1.            i = 1,2, ,N= L L  
Then we can get from the formula (5), (6): 
( )N T 1 i
i 1 t 0
X t A B
−
= =
= −∑∑                                                                  (10) 
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i
i2b
βη β= +                                                                           (12) 
Put formula (11) and (12) into formula (9), then we can get: 
( ) ( ) ( )Ni i i j j i
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=
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Then the matrix representation of the formula (13) is: 
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and   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]TN tXtXtXtX ,,, 21 L= , when the matrix E is nonsingular, we can get: 
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We can get from formula (15): 
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Multiply formula (16) by the vector ( )48476 L
N
e 1,,1,1= , we can get: 
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We can get from formula (10): 
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We can get from formula (11): 
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Put formula (18) into formula (17), we can get: 
( ) ( )( )1 1A B e E F G 0θ λ− −− = −                                                            (20) 
 
We can get from formula (19): 
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Put ( )* 0λ  into formula (11), we can get: 
( ) ( )*     .i t t 0, 1, , T -1ε = L  
Then the optimal mining control strategy is: 
( ) ( ) ( )* *            1 1X t E t t 0,1, ,T - 1θ ε− −= = L  
We can know from the solving process and the result that the optimal mining strategy ( )tX i*  has nothing to do 
with the fixed cost ai. 
4.2. Optimal mining pact 
When the total reserve of mineral resources is fixed, constraint conditions of model (1) of all the running units 
are selfsame, Obviously, when the spreading profit of each running unit reaches maximum, the sum of profits that 
all the running units obtain during the whole life span of the mineral resources reaches maximum at the same time. 
So the division of mining right of each running unit getting from the optimal mining strategy ( )tX i*  is certainly 
optimal. The mining strategy corresponding to any other division of the mining right of mineral resources is just a 
feasible solution of the model. The theory of Adam Smith’s invisible hand also works in the area of optimal mining 
of mineral resources. An ideal competition state does not exist in reality. Because of endowments of various owners 
of mineral resources, influence of economics, politics, geography and burring conditions of different countries or 
areas, they will usually divide the mining right or make a mining plan before mining. We can get the optimal 
dividing pact about the mining right of mineral resources easily:  
( )
( )
1
*
0
,          1, 2, ,
T
i
t
i
X t
R i N
A B
−
=
= =
−
∑
L , Ri devotes the optimal share that the ith running unit can mine during the 
life span of mineral resources. 
5. Conclusions 
Under a specific condition, this paper establishes a mulit-stage dynamic decision-making model about the 
exploitation of mineral resources with many running units, which gives optimal output decision and optimal 
dividing pact of the mining right to each running unit. Although the work of this paper is done under an ideal 
condition, it will undoubtedly be used for reference in the course of reseaching the optimal exhaustion theory and 
making decision about the optimal exploiting plan of mine resources. In order to get a result that can provide 
practical reference, we will apply the existed theoretical model into another paper to do some research on the 
dynamic system simulation about the mining of mineral resources. 
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